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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we show how Network Calculus can be used
to determine whether a switched network may satisfy the
time constraints of a real-time application. If switched ar-
chitecture are interesting in the sense that they offer flexible
design and may eliminate collisions in Ethernet-based net-
work, they are not guaranteeing end-to-end performances
(in particular in terms of delay), especially when cross-traffic
are present. We illustrate Network Calculus usefulness by
showing how the internal switching structure of an Ether-
net switch simplify the analysis and which kind of traffic
inter-dependencies are problematic.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [Computer Systems Organization]: Computer Com-
munication Networks—Network Architecture and Design, Lo-
cal and Wide-Area Networks; C.4 [Computer Systems

Organization]: Performance of Systems—Modeling Tech-
niques

1. INTRODUCTION
Historically, industrial communications were mainly based
on specific networks called fieldbuses such as Profibus or
CAN. Those networks interconnect programmable control-
lers, CNC, robots, etc. to exchange technical data for mon-
itoring, controlling, and synchronizing industrial processes.
Their protocols ensure that the end-to-end delays of mes-
sages remain limited, compared with the time constraints
of the applications. Thus, these networks are deterministic
and it is possible for such networks to obtain directly time
performances.

During the last decade, a trend to replace these dedicated
networks by widely-used standardized solutions like Eth-
ernet has been going on. The expected benefits are less
costly network installations, because equipment is available
off-the-shelf, and the avoidance of interoperability problems,
because Ethernet technology is broadly used. Other advan-

tages are that Ethernet is a well-known protocol, which is
widely implemented, and its performance improves contin-
uously with technological evolution (especially bandwidth).
However, access to the Ethernet medium relies on the nonde-
terministic CSMA/CD algorithm, which applies a stochas-
tic method for resolving collisions. In bus topology, Eth-
ernet cannot guarantee that messages will be received in a
bounded time. The idea is to ensure that the data flow is
sufficiently quickly handled, compared with the time-cycle of
the industrial applications. For [1, 8] the micro-segmentation
with full-duplex switches combined with the appropriate
real-time scheduling and fault-tolerance techniques also must
enable the use of Ethernet in safety-critical applications with
hard real-time constraints. Switched Ethernet networks are
employed in a large scale of systems even in avionic air-
crafts [4, 12] and spatial launchers [17]. Figure 1 shows a
switched topology with full-duplex links and based on the
micro-segmentation principle where collisions cannot appear
but are shifted to potential congestion into switches.
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Figure 1: A hierarchical switched topology.

But all these considerations do not prove that all the packets
are effectively received under a predefined bound. Figure 2
shows variations of end-to-end delays for a flow competing
for access of an Ethernet switch with another flow. It high-
lights the interest for determining an upper-bound delivery
time (defined in the IEC 61784 standard) which corresponds
to the time required to send application data (message pay-
load) from one node to another.

According to [14], Ethernet-based products can be summar-
ily classified into three main categories: the native Ether-
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Figure 2: Measurement of end-to-end delays.

net standard (Ethernet/Industrial Protocol, Modbus/TCP),
Ethernet solutions using the priorities defined in IEEE 802.1
D/Q, and Ethernet-based solutions that incorporate new
scheduling features in ASIC/FPGA (EtherCAT, Profinet
IRT). The last approach provides a priori known commu-
nication modes such that it simplifies transmission time es-
timation. For such protocols, when Ethernet is used as a
dedicated network, [14] gives direct analysis of delays.

The time performance evaluation remains an issue when
only native switched Ethernet architecture are considered.
Rather than using specific electronics, it means that sta-
tions, sensors, actuators, etc. are not synchronized and
might try accessing the medium in a pure CSMA/CD man-
ner (non TDMA, non polling and non clock synchronization
strategy). For example, the Ethernet/IP runs without intro-
ducing other concepts than those defined in IEEE 802.1D/Q
standards. As a consequence, several flows might simultane-
ously sending frames on the network and create varying con-
gestion situations as shown in Figure 2. Moreover, this issue
will be more sensitive when the switched Ethernet networks
is shared with other non time constrained applications. Next
sections will detail how the Network Calculus has been ap-
plied for such networks and how the switching networking
knowledge could be taken into account.

2. MOTIVATIONS
2.1 Network Calculus framework
The network calculus theory is based on the (min,+) alge-
bra and models flows and services in a network with non-
decreasing functions taking their values in the (min,+) semi-
ring. Defined as a min-plus system theory for deterministic
queuing systems, the network calculus has been used for
DiffServ architectures on Internet, industrial Ethernet net-
works [9], avionics networks, wireless sensor networks [20] or
networks on chip [21]. Main developments and results about
network calculus can be found in [5, 6, 15]. In addition to
the elementary calculus, several filtering operations are also
translated in the (min,+) setting. The min-plus convolu-
tion respectively deconvolution of two functions f and g are
hence defined to be:

(f ⊗ g) (t) = inf
0≤s≤t

{f (t− s) + g (s)}

(f ⊘ g) (t) = sup
u≥0

{f (t+ u)− g (u)}

Network modeling in network calculus is achieved by non-
decreasing functions, characterising an amount of data at a
time t. The set of such functions is given by:

F =
{

f : R+ → R
+,∀t ≥ s : f (t) ≥ f (s) , f (0) = 0

}

The first use of such function is for the input R (t) and the
output function R∗ (t), which cumulatively count the num-
ber of bits that are input to respectively output from a sys-
tem S . This corresponds to the real movements of data.
Throughout the paper, we assume these functions to be con-
tinuous in time and space. This is not a major restriction as
there are transformations from discrete to continuous mod-
els [15].

The second use is for the constraints that the real move-
ments of data satisfy. Given a flow with input function R,
a function α ∈ F is an arrival curve for R if:

∀t, s ≥ 0, s ≤ t : R (t)−R (t− s) ≤ α (s) ⇔ R ≤ R ⊗ α

The third use is for the service offered by a system to a flow
defined by an input function R which results in an output
function R∗. Then, the system is said to provide a minimum
service curve β ∈ F if:

R∗ ≥ R ⊗ β

In addition, β will be called a strict service curve for the
system S if during any backlogged period of duration u, at
least β (u) data is served.

Let us turn now to the performance characteristics of flows
that can be bounded by network calculus. Assume a flow
with input function R that traverses a system S resulting in
the output function R∗. The backlog of the flow at time t is
defined as:

b (t) = R (t)−R∗ (t)

Assuming first-in-first-out delivery, the delay for an input at
time t is defined as:

d (t) = inf {τ ≥ 0 : R (t) ≤ R∗ (t+ τ )}

One may now consider the arrival and service curves defini-
tions. It gives the bounds defined below.

Theorem 1 ([5, 15]). Consider a system S that offers
a service curve β and that stores input data in a FIFO-
ordered queue. Assume a flow R traversing the system that
has an arrival curve α. Then we obtain the following perfor-
mance bounds for the backlog b, delay d and output arrival
curve α∗ for R∗:

b (t) ≤ sup {t ≥ 0 | α (t)− β (t)} = (α⊘ β) (0)

d (t) ≤ inf {d ≥ 0 | ∀t ≥ 0, α (t) ≤ β (t+ d)}

α∗ ≤ α⊘ β

Finally, the consideration of the service offered to a flow
along a given path may be studied by considering the two
following results.

Lemma 1 (Tandem Systems [5, 15]). Consider a flow
crossing two nodes in tandem with respective service curves



β1 and β2. Then the concatenation of the two nodes offers
a minimum service curve β1 ⊗ β2.

Lemma 2 (Residual Service [5, 15]). Consider a no-
de offering a strict service curve β and two flows entering
that server, with respective arrival curves α1 and α2. Then
a service curve for flow 1 is β1 = (β − α2)

+.

Next sections show how this theory has been applied un-
til now in the framework of the performance evaluation of
Ethernet based real-time communications.

2.2 Network Calculus interests
Network calculus is an interesting tool for the design of in-
dustrial/embedded networking where applications require
hard quality of service guarantees, in particular bounded
end-to-end delays. This theory has been hence used for
switched Ethernet networks, in particular when the network
is shared by several applications. Initial Network Calculus
developments [5, 6, 15] (which were more considered for re-
sources reservation in Internet) were used in a short time for
Ethernet networks. In [13], the Network Calculus theory is
employed in order to bound delays by simply assuming that
the service provided by switches is following rate-latency
functions. It enables to compare efficiency of line vs star
topologies. In other studies, for instance [11], a functional
analysis of switching principles extends the switch model-
ing in a more detailed manner rather the simple indication
of a β (t) = R (t− T )+ switch service curve. Results have
been next used in order to optimize the topology by using
the end-to-end delays formula as the objective function [10].
Switched Ethernet topologies in a real-time context are not
only appropriate to the factory area, but covers also em-
bedded systems like the EADS A380 aircraft. In [12] the
modeling of AFDX networks (switched Ethernet with ad-
mission control techniques) was achieved thankfully the Net-
work Calculus theory. Extensions of these preliminary works
were dedicated to tackle strict priority scheduling strategies
in order to reduce maximum delays for time constraints ap-
plications.

These first results allowed to validate the method to deter-
mine time performances bounds in spite of best effort pro-
tocols. However, it was only limited to simple networks. In
fact, first results mainly address the tandem systems shown
in Figure 3(a) thankfully Lemma 1. The pay bursts only
once principle enables here to tight the bounds rather than
computing each time the output arrival curve (as defined
in Theorem 1). For rate-latency services curves, [15] shows
that the composition of rate-latency curves (the most em-
ployed) correspond to another rate-latency one. It gives also
delays bound expression for affine arrival curve.

Next step consisted in considering the aggregation issue show-
n in Figure 3(b) for acyclic networks. If the service curve β
is for the whole service offered by a system (i.e. a switch)
and not dedicated to a given flow, it means that bounds
could be only computed for the aggregated traffic (α1+α2).
Due to inter-flow dependencies, multiplexing of a flow de-
pends on other flow and vice versa. To obtain bounds for
a given flow (for instance α1), the scheduling policy of the
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Figure 3: Flows mapping on switched topology.

system should be taken into account in order to derivate an
appropriate service curve β′ from the initial curve β. For
this topic, Lemma 2 gives an interesting result known as
blind multiplexing or residual service. It is equivalent to
consider that in the worst case, a given flow will be served
in an equivalent manner as a low priority traffic for a strict
priority scheduler. [2, 16, 18] detail next how this lemma
can be used in conjunction with the pay bursts only once
principle in order to catch the pay multiplexing only once
principle. For affine function and rate-latency functions, it
is shown that the path service curve offered to the traffic α1
is given by (β1 ⊗ β2 ⊗ β3 − α2)

+. A complete study is given
in [2] about the conditions required to use this result and
also how to compute more tight bounds. Associated net-
work topology are related to the feed-forward property (see
Figure 3(c)) defined by [19] as a network in which nodes
can be labeled in such a way that the path of every flow is
composed of an increasing sequence of node labels. Different
methods have been proposed as the least upper delay bound
in [16]. Here the end-to-end service curve in a tandem is
computed by iteratively removing interfering flows. Recent
developments about this topic can be found in [3]. It gives an
algorithm which computes the maximum end-to-end delay
for a given flow for any feed-forward networks under blind
multiplexing with concave arrival curves and convex service
curves.

These new theoretical developments have been taken into
consideration in the context of performance evaluation based
on Network Calculus for switched Ethernet architectures.
For instance, [4] identify in the special case of AFDX net-
works, advanced knowledges about the aggregation (call grou-
ping) of several flows. It enables to obtain more precise
arrival curve functions and hence more tight delays. This
paper shows the relation between theoretical results and ap-
plied results in local networking where additional a priori
knowledge information might be extracted.
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Figure 4: The prioritisation mechanism modifies the output buffering at output ports.

However communications in a realistic network might be
more complex than the acyclic network illustrated in Fig-
ures 3(b). Figure 3(d) show more complicated studies. This
one is typical in an industrial context where a calculator
might send a control update to an actuator/sensor while
the sensor is sending the feedback. In such case, previous
results can not be applied such that it might be not possible
to identify the service guaranteed by a path for a given flow.
As a consequence, it is not possible to use the pay bursts only
once principle for instance, and only local upper-bounds de-
lays (i.e. the delay for crossing one switch) will be computed
according output arrival functions given in Theorem 1. It
means here that studies deal with total flow analysis.

Since computed upper-bounded end-to-end delays are in an
industrial context the key point to decide if a switched Eth-
ernet topology might be employed or should be optimized,
or even to decide to degrade the global applications perfor-
mances, the tightness of these bounds is an important topic.
Furthermore, it may be noticed here that switched Ethernet
networks corresponds to a particular case study: paths are a
prori known (defined by spanning tree algorithms), routing
issue like the one illustrated in Figure 3(c) are not possible
due to the routing along the spanning tree and switches have
multiple input/output ports which means that two level of
aggregation should be discussed: between flows entering by
different ports and between flows entering by the same input
port. Moreover, flows entering by the same input port are
not necessarily exiting a switch by the same output port.

In following sections, this paper introduces which kind of
additional information could be integrated in the applica-
tion of the Network Calculus theory in switched Ethernet
networks. It shows also where blind multiplexing issues are
remaining.

3. SERVICE OFFERED BY SWITCHES
3.1 Arrival curve
Since the objective is to guarantee some deterministic per-
formances of the network, the incoming traffic has to be

bounded. For this, the leaky bucket controller concept [15]
is mainly used to model the arrival constraints representing
each traffic [11, 12, 13].

R(t)

σ

ρ

b(t)= σ+ ρt

α (t) = σ + ρt

∀x, y; y ≥ x, x ≥ 0, then
R ∼ α ⇔

∫ y

x
R (t) dt ≤ σ + ρ (y − x)

The burstiness constraint [6] imposes the traffic generation
to be bounded by an affine function α (t), in which a vari-
able burst value σ is associated to a constant rate ρ. R (t)
represents here the instantaneous rate of the stream, C the
capacity of the links on the network, σ is the maximum
amount of traffic that can arrive in a burst, i.e. the maxi-
mum length of the frames and ρ is an upper bound on the
long-term average rate of the traffic flow : the data amount
sent each time cycle. To take into account the capacity of
the links, the previous affine function is completed with a
stability constraint α (x) ≤ Cx. It means that the arrival of
data cannot be greater than the capacity C of the link. So,
we have:

α (t) = min {Ct, σ + ρt} (1)

In industrial communications in which controls are often
time-triggered, it might be noticed here that affine function
are interesting for modeling periodic arrivals.

3.2 Service curves
In switched networks, a key topic is relative to the identifica-
tion of a service curve for each switch. The challenge is here
to determine the service curve parameters and to not di-
rectly assume that a rate-latency curve is enough. Whereas
the use of rate-latency curve consists in a black box strat-
egy [13], other models that have been proposed try to isolate
the elementary functions of the switching principle as pro-
posed in [4, 7, 11].



Figure 4(a) is the result of previous studies (see [9]) in
which several models are built and compared according to
the IEEE 802.1D standard. It is constituted of a sequence of
three basic elements: one multiplexer, one queue and one de-
multiplexer. In order to take into account the internal speed
of a switch, the three following capacities should be used: C,
the throughput inside the switch, Cin, the throughput of ar-
rival of data on input ports and Cout, the output capacity.
Since the study is about Ethernet networks, the scheduling
policy has to be non preemptive. Moreover, it is consid-
ered that the components are work-conserving systems, i.e.
they cannot have vacations and their forwarding policy is
the best-effort. In this paper, the FIFO forwarding policy is
chosen in order to respect the fairness of Ethernet: a FIFO
memory to model the switching process and FIFO queues
to model the transmission function of the output ports.

This model has been improved in [9]. The model is ex-
tended with the priority management. The implementation
of priorities inside a switch mainly consists in adding for
each switch output port as many buffers as priorities. These
buffers are modeled by FIFO queues (component 6 on the
figure 4(b)). The classification operation of frames belonging
to a same switch output port is achieved by a demultiplexer
(component 5). It enables to select the relevant queue from
the frames priority. Finally the goal of the last multiplex-
ers (component 7; one per switch output port) is to apply a
scheduling policy between their different queues. The out-
put capacity of the component 7 corresponds to the network
bandwidth. Figure 4(b) represents a two-ports switch model
which is able to manage the frames forwarding with two lev-
els of priorities. In order to take into account the internal
speed of a switch, the three capacities Cin, C and Cout are
used.

Based on this model, the minimal service of a switch de-
pends hence on the service curve defined for each elementary
components. While elements like demultiplexer correspond
to electronic latencies (and hence burst delay curves) and
may be neglected, others like multiplexers are related to the
scheduling strategies. The service curve offered by a switch
might be directly obtained by considering the switch as a
tandem systems and hence Lemma 1. For Figure 4(a), it
gives then β = β1 ⊗ β2 ⊗ β3 ⊗ β4.

Consider firstly the switch model defined in Figure 4. The
first element is a FIFO multiplexer. The service by this
multiplexer is related to the internal switch capacity C and
to the switching mode latency (store & forward, fragment-
free, etc.), such that a rate-latency service curves might be
defined. For instance, for store & forward, it gives β (t) =
C (Rt− L/Cin)

+. It means here that results like blind mul-
tiplexing may be applied in order to determine a separate
flow analysis. It is important to note here that two aggre-
gation levels have to be considered: between input ports
and between flows sharing the same input port. In switched
networks with full-segmentation, it means also that the task
scheduling in end devices (local multiplexing) should be also
considered. Nevertheless, it is important to note here that
the switching fabric capacity is larger than the sum of the
input port capacities C ≫ Cin (backplane property). It
means that only the switching mode has a real impact and
the service consists mainly in a burst delay. The second el-

ement, represents electronic latencies, and stands too for a
burst delay. Demultiplexers identify the associated output
port and/or the associated queueing policy. It corresponds
to a burst delay service (but it is generally neglected).

Finally, it is important to note here how the output buffering
in switches is managed. Modeling should be able to catch the
capacity for a switch to simultaneously forward frames on
different output ports. The output buffering strategy (which
is selected to avoid the head of line blocking) reflects this
point. (Output) multiplexing in switch is mainly related to
flows trying to access the same output port. Without clas-
sification of service mechanisms (i.e. FIFO multiplexing),
blind multiplexing strategies have to deal not with the whole
traffic entering in the switch, but only with the amount of
traffic exiting the switch by the same port (which limits the
aggregation issue). For FIFO multiplexers, the service is
hence defined from the output port capacity. With classifi-
cation of service, it corresponds to a locally FIFO scheme.
Globally, the service offered will be relative to a strict pri-
ority or a fair queue scheduler and flows belonging to the
same class (or priority) and forwarded to the same output
port will be served according to a FIFO strategy. The main
interest of strict priority or fair queueing policies is to not
depend on cross-traffic parameters, but only on static prior-
ities and weights. It enables to compute specific curves for
super flows gathering all traffic with the same class at the
same output port as shown in the following section. Strate-
gies like blind multiplexing will hence only be used for the
FIFO scheme.

4. OUTPUT SCHEDULING
The evolution of Ethernet to segmented architectures and
the definition of the Virtual Local Area Networks (VLAN)
have led to the birth of a new standards set (802.1D/p,
802.1Q) in which new encapsulation fields are added to the
native frame format. One of these fields defines a priority
level (8 levels are supported). These levels are related to
8 types of applications (voice, video, network management,
best effort, etc.). The number of classes of service may be
different to the number of priority levels, and also different
for each port. Two scheduling policies are supported: the
strict priority (SP) and the weighted round robin (WRR).

In the following, it is assumed that the size of a frame is
upper-bounded by L. The notion of flow corresponds here
to the set of traffic sharing the same priority and exiting the
switch by the same output port (i.e. the traffic entering by a
common input port of an output multiplexer on Figure 4(b).
We assume also that the capacity of the inputs and outputs
are relatively fixed at Cin and C b/s. Each flow i ∈ N

∗ is
(σi, ρi) upper-constrained with

∑n

j=1
ρj < C where n ∈ N

∗

is the number of priority/class and a weight φi is given to
each flow. Now, we analyze in particular the delays for each
flow according to whether the policy of the node is SP or
WRR.

4.1 Strict priority
In the strict priority policy, none guarantee is offered to one
flow. The selection order will simply depend on the priority
(weight) order. Also, we have to distinguish the service curve
offered to each flow. The strict priority policy guarantees
to the packets of the flow with the highest priority (here,



the flow 1) to be selected first. But, since the forwarding
of a packet on the network cannot be preempted, packets
of the flow 1 might have to wait the complete forwarding
of a packet with a lower priority. Also, the service curve
associated to the flow with the highest priority is given by :

β1 (t) =R (t− T )+ T = L/C, R = C (2)

Obviously, packets of the flow 2 are served before packets of
the flow 3, but they will have to wait that none packets of
the flow 1 is waiting before to be served. So there is a first
latency corresponding to the processing time of the initial
bursty period of the flow 1. Moreover, like above, it will
not be possible to preempt the forwarding of a packet of the
flow 3 in order to serve a packet of the flow 2 that has just
arrived. Finally, since the node will serve first packets of
the flow 1, the forwarding rate will be limited to C − ρ1. A
packet of the flow 3 will be served only if none packet of the
flows 1 and 2 are waiting. That is to say that the service has
a first latency period defined by the processing time of the
initial bursty period of the union of the two others flows.
Moreover, the service rate will be limited in this case to
C − ρ1 − ρ2. The service curve of a flow i > 1 will be hence
defined by for a flow :

βi (t) =R (t− T )+ (3)

T =

∑j=i−1

j=1
σj

C −
∑j=i−1

j=1
ρj

+ L/C, R = C −

j=i−1
∑

j=1

ρj

Equations show that with the strict priority, the service of-
fered to one flow depends on the other flows and the service
offered to the flow with the lowest priority may tend towards
zero.

4.2 Fair queueing and weighted round robin
The weight associated to a given port i is defined by φi

(with φi ∈ N
∗). In other words, it means that no more φi

flits might be successively served per round robin cycle for
a port i. The maximum number of frames served during a
round robin cycle is defined by Φn =

∑n

j=1
φj .

The Weighted Fair Queueing is also known as the Packe-
tized Generalized Processor Sharing (PGPS). It is based on
the conceptual algorithm called the Generalized Processor
Sharing (GPS). A GPS server is characterized by n positive
real numbers φ1, φ2 . . . φn. It operates at a fixed rate C and
is work conserving. Each flow i has a guaranteed service
rate c such as:

c =
φi

Φn

C

The GPS policy is interesting since it uses fairness, it is flex-
ible (the number φi enables to modify the service offered to
a given flow, and consequently to other flows) and finally, it
is analyzable and bounded. For example, for the case where
n = 2, supposing that R2 is (σ2, ρ2) upper-constrained, [5]
shows that the service curve (number of bits served at time
t) for the first flow β1 can be defined by :

β1 (t) = max

{

(C − ρ1) t− σ,
φ1

φ1 + φ2

Ct

}

(4)

At all, in opposition to the strict priority, the service offered
to one flow only depends on the weights of the flows and on
its properties: it respects the fairness queueing.

number of bits

t

(σi, ρi)

Cin

C
c

arrival curve

service curve

rate-latency service curve

Figure 5: Service curve weighted round robin.

The definition of the minimal service curve offered to the
flow will use the properties given in (4), but has also to
consider that the worst case. When a frame just misses its
slot, it will have to wait its next slot (at the next round).

The frame will have to wait up to
∑

j 6=i φj

C
. A rate-latency

service curve can be hence formulated as in (5) and shown
in Figure 5.

βi (t) =R (t− T )+ R = C
φi

Φn

, T =

∑

j 6=i φj

C
(5)

It means that we retrieve here a rate-latency function as for
SP. An upper-bound end-to-end delay can be hence com-
puted as given in Theorem 1. We note τi =

σi

Cin−ρi
.

di (t) ≤max
t≥0

{

inf
∆≥0

{

min {Cint, σi + ρit} = R (t+∆ − T )+
}

}

≤T ∨ max
0<t<τi

{

inf
{

∆ ≥ 0 : Cint = R (t+∆− T )+
}}

∨max
t≥τi

{

inf
{

∆ ≥ 0 : σi + ρit = R (t+∆− T )+
}}

Since for all t > 0, min (Cint, σi + ρit) > 0, R ≤ Cin and
the stability conditions implies

∑

j
ρj ≤ R

di (t) ≤T ∨
(Cin −R) τi +RT

R
∨

(ρi −R) τi + σi +RT

R

≤ (T − τi) +
σi + ρiτi

R
(6)

Using the equation (6), it is now possible to compare delays
provided by strict priority and weighted round robin. Con-
sidering n = 3. First, consider the flow 1 (with the highest
priority). It is interesting to note here that if φ2 → 0 and
φ3 → 0, the weighted round robin will be very closed to the
strict policy. But if we consider now the flow 3 (with the
lowest priority), if ρ1 + ρ2 → C, the forwarding rate offered
to the packet with a lower priority will tend to zero in the
strict priority scheduling. This problem does not appear in
the weighted round robin policy, since the forwarding rate
will only depends on the weights values.

Figure 5 hightlights that rate-latency service curves intro-
duce conservativeness in round robin principle since the for-
warding rate of a packet does not correspond to the output
port capacity. A local improvement of the delays bounds



deals with the definition of the second service curve shown
in dashed in Figure 5. The main idea is hence to take into
account that it is the access to the switching fabric which is
shared between the input ports, not directly the forwarding
capacity. In fact, this service can be seen as the composi-
tion of the service offered by each cycle. Indeed, for a cycle
n, the curve corresponds to a constant plus a rate latency
nK + βR,nT (t) as shown by Figure 6.

t

bits 1st 2nd 3rd β′
i (t)

φiL

2φiL

3φiL

(Φn − φi)L/C

φiL/C

Figure 6: Composition of service for each round-

robin cycle.

We propose then to replace (5) by:

β′
i (t) = (1st) ∧ (2nd) ∧ (3rd) ∧ . . . = inf

k∈N

{kK + βR,kT (t)}

= inf
k∈N

{

kφiL+ C (t−Φn (k + 1))+
}

(7)

Different properties might be given for equation (7). To
simplify, flows are constrained by an affine arrival curve
αi (t) = σi + ρit. Firstly, assume here that the service curve
β′
i is a strict service curve offered by a server to the aggre-

gate of two flows incoming by the same input port. Then if
we have:

β1 (t) :=

(

inf
k∈N

{

K +R (t− T )+
}

− α2 (t)

)+

Since the distributivity of + with respect to ∧, it gives:

β1 (t) =

(

inf
k∈N

{

K +R (t− T )+ − α2 (t)
}

)+

= inf
k∈N

(

K +R (t− T )+ − α2 (t)
)+

Then it is well known that the residual service between a
rate-latency service curve and an affine arrival curve leads
to a new rate latency service curve [15, 19]. The result is
similar when a rate latency plus a constant service curve
(K +R (t− T )+) is considered, such that :

β1 (t) = inf
k∈N

{

K′ +R′
(

t− T ′
)+

}

with R′ = R− ρ2 (it is assumed that R > ρ2), T
′ = σ2+Tρ2

R−ρ2

and K′ = (K − σ2)
+. It can be finally noticed that the

curve β1 is wide-sense increasing.

Definition 1. Consider a switch serving two flows, 1 and
2 entering into the switch by the same input port i with
some unknown arbitration between the two flows. Assume
that the switch guarantees a strict service curve βi to the

aggregate of the two flows. Assume that flow 2 is α2-smooth
and that R > ρ2. The service curve offered to the flow 1 is
defined by:

β1 (t) = inf
k∈N

{

K′ +R′
(

t− T ′
)+

}

with R′ = R− ρ2, T
′ = σ2+Tρ2

R−ρ2
, K′ = (K − σ2)

+ and K, R

and T defined as in equation (7).

Secondly, according to the Lemma 1, we have:

β1 ⊗ β2 (t) = inf
0≤s≤t

{β1 (t− s) + β2 (s)}

= inf
k1,k2∈N

{(

K1 +R1 (t− T1)
+
)

⊗
(

K2 +R2 (t− T2)
+
)}

By considering K1 and K2 as two constant regarding t, it
gives:

= inf
k1,k2∈N

{

K1 +K2 +R1 (t− T1)
+ ⊗R2 (t− T2)

+
}

and by integrating the rate-latency convolution results, it
finally gives:

= inf
k1,k2∈N

{

K1 +K2 +min (R1, R2) (t− T1 − T2)
+
}

Definition 2. Assume a flow traverses switches 1 and 2 in
sequence. Assume that each switch offers a service curve of
βi, i = 1, 2 to the flow. Then the concatenation of the two
switches offers a service curve:

β1 ⊗ β2 (t) = inf
k1,k2∈N

{K +R (t− T )}+

with K = K1 +K2, R = min (R1, R2) and T = T1 + T2.

4.3 Conclusion
In this section, service curves have been presented for the
output multiplexing into the switch model in Figure 4(b).
When no classification of service mechanism is used, the
service offered by the output buffer is directly linked to a
FIFO multiplexer with a rate related to the output port
capacity. To obtain service curve for a particular flow, blind
multiplexing should be considered.

5. END-TO-END UPPER-BOUNDS COMPU-
TATION

The objective of this section is to emphasize how Network
Calculus results are then applied to compute end-to-end de-
lays in switched Ethernet architectures. Figure 7 introduced
the inter-depencies of the flow on such topology for models
given in Figure 4.

In switched network, an important topic is to not loose the
ability for a switch to forward flows with input/output ports,
simultaneously in parallel. This impossibility might occurs
if the switch is simply modeled by a global service curve β
on which blind multiplexing is applied. The kind of full-
duplex communications shown in Figure 3(d) is typical for
such situation. Considering Figure 7, it may be noticed
that even if flows entering in a switch are multiplexed in a
common shared memory, it is done with a rate larger than



end device A

end device B

switch #1 switch #2 switch #3
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1 σ2
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1 σ3
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2
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2
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2
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2
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2 σ9
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Figure 7: Synoptic to a full duplex communication between two node interconnected by a three switches

linear topology.

the total input capacities. Hence, the additional delay added
by this FIFO multiplexing remains limited compared to the
output forwarding.

In such network, aggregation issues are limited between flows
exiting a switch by the same output port. In addition, this
issue is restricted when classification of service mechanisms
are used for flows exiting a switch by the same output port
and with the same class/priority level. Here current devel-
opments in the Network Calculus theory framework present
a real interest.

The service offered by a switch to a given flow will hence be
formulated for each output port. Considering Figure 7, if
we neglect latencies and constant delays, it means that each
switch may be represented by two distinct service curves
related to the output forwarding. Hence, no aggregation
issues are required as shown in Figure 8.

α0
1 β′

1 β′
2 β′

3

α0
2β′′

1 β′′
2 β′′

3

Figure 8: Flows mapping equivalent to synoptic of

Figure 7.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper highlights how the Network Calculus has been
applied for switched real-time communications when appli-
cations require time performance guarantees even if the net-
work does not provide explicitly such guarantees. Computed
end-to-end delays bounds are interesting to decide if the net-
work will fulfilled the applications needs, to optimize the

network topology (on which port on which switch an end
devices should be interconnected) such that delays are mini-
mized, to optimize classification of service parameters. This
paper shows also how the last developments of this theory
are improving the tightness of the end-to-end delay bounds.
In the same time, it highlights that some issue are not ap-
plying to this kind of networks.

This paper talks about switched network, mainly switched
Ethernet networks. One may considers other switched topolo-
gies like networks on chip. It is important to note here that
aggregation issue will be different when frames queueing will
be achieved at the input (and not at output as in this work).
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